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MICRO-MESH WINDSHIELD
SCRATCH REMOVAL KIT
Micro-Mesh is a cloth backed cushioned abra
sive
with a resilient layer of material between the back and
the abrasive. When pressure is applied, the abrasive crystals recede
into the resilient layer and find an even plane for cutting. The result is a
smooth shaving action with an ultra fine scratch pattern which restores
scratched, discolored, or damaged fiberglass or acrylics to like-new condition. Kit includes everything needed to repair approximately 30 sq. ft.
Standard Kit (restores up to 30 sq. ft.)............. P/N 09-24700........$24.75
Large Kit (restores up to 60 sq. ft.).................. P/N 09-24701........$47.80
Professional Kit (restores up to 100 sq. ft.)...... P/N 09-24716........$73.75

MICRO-GLOSS POLISH
Safe for use on bare acrylic, bare polycarbonate, and coated polycarbonate. Tests using Micro-Gloss were completed
according to ASTM F791 standards and to USAF specification
16ZK002F (Addendum2) at stress levels of 2000 and 3000 PSI
in both dry and humid conditions. Approved for use on the inside
and outside surfaces of F-16 aircraft. * Removes fine scratches
. * Removes swirls created by improper cleaning methods. * Removes
haze and milkiness from interior/exterior windows. * Provides a final polish, leaving you wiht an ultra-clear finish. * Can be applied by hand or
machine * Approved for use by Boeing, Spec D6-52021 * Approved for
military use, NSN #5350-01-334-89978 oz...... P/N 09-24710....... $12.50

MICRO-SURFACE WINDSHIELD
RESTORATION KITS
Micro-Surface Finishing Products, Inc. FAA Repair station #KY2R969K,
has been a leader in acrylic restoral for the past 30 years. The following
kits were developed for use with rotary buffer. Micro-Mesh is approved
by Boeing/McDonnell Douglas, the Military and FAA. All kits come with
easy to read instructions. Designed to save you both money and time,
these kits will restore acrylic back to optical clarity using a minimum of
steps. Re-order individual components as you need them. All kits restore
up to 100 sq. ft.
ACRYLIC MAINTENANCE KIT - Remove scratches, halos
and haze. • 5” White Foam Sponge Pad• 5” TufBuf, All
Natural Lambswool Polishing Pad• 5” Back-up Pad• 8
Ounce Bottle Micro-Gloss• 8 Ounce Bottle Anti-Static
Cream• 2 Cotton Flannel P/N 09-24715...............$76.75
LIGHT DAMAGE REMOVAL KIT - Remove minor scratches and scuff. 2-5” Loop Back Discs, Micro-Mesh 1500,
2-5” Loop Back Discs, Micro-Mesh 2400, 2-5” Loop Back
Discs, Micro-Mesh 3600, 5” White Foam Sponge Pad, 5”
TufBuf All Natural Lambswool Polishing Pad, 5” Back-up
Pad, 8 Ounce Bottle Micro-Gloss, 8 Ounce Bottle Anti-Static Cream
2 Cotton Flannel
P/N 09-24720...................$99.85
HEAVY DAMAGE REMOVAL KIT - Remove crazing,
scratches, and gouges. 5-5” Loop Back Discs, Wet/Dry
120 Grit, 5-5” Loop Back Discs, Wet/Dry 220 Grit, 5-5”
Loop Back Discs, Wet/Dry 400 Grit, 2-5” Loop Back Discs,
Micro-Mesh 1500, 2-5” Loop Back Discs, Micro-Mesh
2400, 2-5” Loop Back Discs, Micro-Mesh 3600, 5” White Foam Sponge
Pad, 5” TufBuf All Natural Lambswool Polishing Pad, 5” Back-up Pad, 8
Ounce Bottle Micro-Gloss, 8 Ounce Bottle Anti-Static Cream, 2 Cotton
Flannel
P/N 09-24725.................$115.75

MICRO-MESH POLYCARBONATE
RESTORATION KIT
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Excellent for restoring polycarbonate such as Lexan
on aircraft, boats, cars, & motorcycles. Will restore up
to 100 square feet material. Kit includes: • 5” disc w/
loop 2400 MicroMesh • 5” disc w/loop 3600 MicroMesh •
5” random orbital or drill back-up pad • 5”x 3/4” TufBuf lambswool polishing
pad • (2)11.5”x 12” flannel sheets • Instructions • 5” white sponge pad • 8 oz.
Micro-Gloss #5 • 8 oz. Micro-Gloss • 8 oz. Final Finish
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P/N 09-00490......................$94.75

MICRO-MESH FINISHING KIT FOR WOOD
This kit is designed for craftsmen for use in hand finishing applications and without the mess of steel wool, rottenstone or pumice. MicroMesh may be used on bare or
finished wood with wet or dry application method. A high
reflective finish, satin or matte finish can be achieved,
depending on how many MicroMesh steps are completed. This makes it an excellent product for spot matching of finishes.
		P/N 09-24705............$41.85

PLEXIGLASS LENS REPAIR KIT
Protect your investment by restoring crazed, scratched,
hazy lenses. Perfect for recognition light lenses, navigation light lenses, and landing light lenses. Lenses
can be restored on the plane without removal. Soft
Touch pads in this kit fit nicely in your hand and allow
you to polish both concave and convex surfaces with ease. Dry pads,
store and reuse again and again.
P/N 09-01603...............$13.50
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PERRONE LEATHER PRODUCTS
DEEP CLEANER FOR LEATHER
Perrone’s Leather Cleaner / Conditioner is a premium
blend of gentle cleansers and light conditioners
formulated to clean and rejuvenate finished leather,
vinyl and plastic surfaces. Perrone’s Leather Cleaner/
Conditioner removes dirt, dust and oils without drying
or damaging the surface.
Perrone’s Leather Cleaner/ Conditioner helps protect
leather from weathering and fading. Leaves leather
surfaces soft, supple and smelling like new again. The
wipes are treated with the same leather cleaner/ conditioner as in the
spray bottle.
32 oz. w/Trigger Spray........................ P/N 09-00557................... $17.50
1 Gallon Refill...................................... P/N 09-02062................... $43.50
Sontara Wipes (45 Wipes)................... P/N 09-00559................... $50.65

DEEP CLEANER FOR LEATHER
This unique formula is custom blended to clean and
rejuvenate fine leather surfaces. Leather Cleaner with
Conditioner features a unique protective barrier that,
when used regularly, helps to prevent soiling from
stains such as dirt, grease, ink, grime and body oils.
P/N 09-02120................... $18.80

LEATHER CONDITIONER
This unique formula is custom blended to clean and
rejuvenate fine leather surfaces. Leather Cleaner
with Conditioner features a unique protective barrier
that, when used regularly, helps to prevent soiling
from stains such as dirt, grease, ink, grime and body
oils. 16 oz.
P/N 09-02121................... $17.90

INK REMOVER
Perrone Ink Remover will help to effectively remove
most ink and highlighter stains from finished leather
surfaces. Removes lipstick and other stains quickly
and effectively. Will not harm the finish system of
finished leather. 2oz
P/N 09-02122................... $11.95

LEATHER CLEANING BRUSHES
Specifically designed for leather cleaning, Perrone’s
Leather Cleaning Brushes dig out tough soils and
stains from the pores of natural and corrected
grained leather. For best results use in conjunction
with Perrone’s cleaning products. Can also be used
for suede and nubuck. Sturdy Wood Block with
3-1/2”x2” Bristle Bed............................ P/N 09-02123................... $19.95

PERRONE LEATHER CARE &
CLEANING KIT
This kit features the professional-use aviation leather cleaning products in a custom leather bag. KTS09 Leather Cleaning & Care Kit
P/N 09-04274...............$66.75

HEADLIGHT REPAIR & SCRATCH-AWAY
RESTORE KITS

PLEXIGLASS LENSE REPAIR KIT - Removes crazing,
scratches, scuffs, and haze from navigation light
lenses, recognition light lenses and landing light
lenses. Not necessary to remove lense to restore to
optical clarity.
PN 09-01603.....................$13.50

SCRATCH AWAY HEADLIGHT RESTORE KIT - This
kit will remove haze, cloudiness, and light scratches.
Process will resurface the lense rather than fill in
scratches. Once the process is complete, damage
will not return. This is a spot repair kit. We also have
larger kits available.
PN 09-02170.....................$15.60

ACRYLIC HEADLIGHT LENSE RESTORATION KIT
- Easy to use double sided MICRO-MESH SOFT
TOUCH PADS make removing cloudiness and haze
from lenses, lense covers, tail lights, tail light blackouts, and bug deflectors a snap! Each kits contains:
3 IN. x 4 IN. double sided pads in 120/220, 400/1500,
2400/3600, 4000/12000, 1 oz. bottle MICRO-GLOSS liquid abrasive,
and 2 cotton flannel cloths. Clean, dry, and reuse over and over - A
FANTASTIC VALUE!
PN 09-02172.....................$35.80
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